Construction Skills Self-Assessment
1. Communication: I can
A) Listen to understand directions from supervisors
B) Ask questions when I don’t understand something
C) Fill out common workplace documents such as:
- Time cards
- Log books
- Safety reports
- Purchase Order’s (P.O.’s)

I can do this well

I need more experience

I have not done this

2. Computer Use: I can
A) Use Smart Phone technology for job related tasks
such as:
- Texting
- Get Directions
- Find maps on Google Maps

I can do this well

I need more experience

I have not done this

3. Numeracy (Math): I can
A) Count items
B) Perform calculations using multiplication, division,
subtraction, and addition
C) Perform calculations using basic fractions
D) Take Measurements
E) Convert Imperial and Metric measurements
F) Convert between decimals and fractions
G) Calculate angles, ratios, rise and run, and volumes
using basic trigonometry

I can do this well

I need more experience

I have not done this

4. Working with others: I can
A) Take direction and follow it
B) Respect other people’s property
C) Be there for my crew/team
D) Try to help others meet there needs.

I can do this well

I need more experience

I have not done this

5. Employability/Like Skills: I can
A) Describe the importance of:
- My physical appearance
- Cleanliness
- The right clothes for the workplace
- Importance of making a good first impression
B) Describe the expectations of workplace culture
and meet them:
- Be honest about what’s going on in your life and
how that may be impacting your job performance
- Describe the impact of drugs or drinking both on
and off the job
- Describe how to take care of your body and mind
and the impact of not doing so on job performance.
C) Be punctual or let supervisors know in a timely
manner that you will be absent
D) Follow through on tasks
E) Identify and work towards goals
F) Be able to work well on several tasks

I can do this well

I need more experience

I have not done this

5. Employability/Like Skills: I can
G) Decide what the most important job to do is and
work on it first
H) Be flexible when given different task and working
environments
- Manage their time effectively when given multiple
tasks
I) Be organized
- Have everything I need to do a job
- Get and organize job supplies
J) Describe the need to balance confidence with
humility and the need to prove yourself on the job
K) Identify my limitations and preferences as they
relate to trades work
L) I can describe what I expect in a job in terms of:
- What “paying dues” means
- Salary expectations
M) Describe how to behave properly in the
workplace, around customers and in customers’
homes.
N) Get my Manitoba Class 5 Driver’s License (while
not required in all situations, would be a great
benefit
O) I am strong physically and can:
- Lift heavy items
- Work long hours
P) Obtain a criminal record check (will depend on job)

I can do this well

I need more experience

I have not done this

